
In December 2019, the county DA’s office revealed a multi-year fraud so massive it took seven months to 
reconstruct. Our former Township Manager Lisa Moore was charged with 115 felonies and 26 misdemeanors 
allegedly netting Moore an incredible $3.2M! To date, almost no money has been recovered from Moore, 
while the $1M Township insurance policy proved the Township was woefully under-insured.

Embezzlement of this scale is unprecedented in Pennsylvania. How could our Supervisors let this happen? 
Many residents called for them to resign immediately, but nobody had to face reelection … until now. This 
year, in the May 18 Democratic primary, I am challenging incumbent Whitney Hoffman. Much of Moore’s theft 
occurred on Hoffman’s watch. If she wins this primary, Hoffman simply won’t be able to attract the 
independents and crossover Republicans we Dems need to win in November. 

But I can! I have a long track record of leadership and accountability in public service, and I have no ties to 
the Moore scandal. Vote for me on May 18th, and prove to ALL the voters that Democrats hold their own 
accountable and are ready to move on from the scandal. That’s how we restore trust in our government, 
and how we win in November!

Peter Doehring

How Can Democrats Restore Trust 
in Kennett Township Government?
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for Kennett Township Supervisor

May 18 Democratic Primary

Peter4Supervisor
5 Nine Gates Road
Chadds Ford, PA 19317Dear Fellow Kennett Township Democrat,

I am running for Kennett Township Supervisor in the May 18 
Democratic primary. My opponent, incumbent Whitney Hoffman, 
was Supervisor when Lisa Moore, former Township Manager, was 
charged with embezzling $3.2M, most of it on Hoffman’s watch. 
These facts would be damning for any incumbent, but Hoffman 
remains in denial, running for a reelection she doesn’t deserve.

Now Hoffman is trying to defend herself by saying: “To be 
perfectly honest, we were complacent and trusted the former 
manager. Everyone in town, and frankly the whole area, did.” 
Is this really Hoffman’s excuse for not doing her job??

As a public sector executive for nearly two decades, I know 
that blind trust in subordinates is an invitation to cheat the 
system. Can we ever restore trust in KT government if we do 
not hold Hoffman accountable? Flip this card to read more. 

Thanks for your support,

Peter Doehring
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